STALEMATE  ON THE  MADRID  FRONT
south-east of Madrid and to the Retlro Park, and any-
body who could penetrate by these straight thoroughfares
would isolate the Red defenders of the bridge-heads.
Day after day, from various high houses abutting on
the Casa de Campo, I was able to follow the fight,
Once in late December, when the advance was nearly
completely held up, I was even able to cross the bridge
and dodge about in the University grounds until 1 could
see the immense star-shaped mass of grey-brown bricks and
masonry, all that was left of the burnt-out model prison,
with, round it, standing stark and naked, the empty shells
of what were formerly fine eight-story buildings. From
the barricades built here and there in that wilderness of
destruction came shot and shell at every minute. The
procedure for attack was nearly always the same. There
would be a hurricane bombardment, and then there would
come roaring overhead the Nationalist bombing 'planes,
huge three-engined affairs, each capable of carrying one
ton of bombs. The fighting squadrons watching for
Red ^planes would be circling high overhead, tiny specks
barely visible until they turned and swooped, when they
would shine in the sun Then through glasses the bombs
could be seen to fall Like shining exclamation marks
they would sway from side to side as they fell. There
would be a dozen, fifteen, or twenty in the air at one time.
Below would be the Paseo de Rosales, that terrace of tall
buildings just on the other side of the Manzanares and
the centre of Red resistance. Then the first crash, and
after that a gigantic roll of drums, as explosion followed
explosion. Great black clouds with dull red cores were
rising sky high, as flash after flash showed where 250 Ib.
bombs were rending stone from stone and sending
buildings toppling. During one bombardment, in which

